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I am personally invested in Japan, but
is the country prepared for a digital future?



The world is no longer the same. No matter where we are, we 
have all been experiencing a new way of life.

3 Difficulty in  data optimization Resistance to change Lack of skilled talents 

THE STATE OF PLAY IN APAC 

Potential economic loss of up to 
12 trillion yen per year ($110.2B) after 
2025 

2025 Digital Cliff



The cloud drives business agility and speed

THE STATE OF PLAY IN APAC 
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APAC spend on cloud services expected to increase 
threefold from $26B in 2019 to $76B by 2023
The cloud will help businesses leapfrog competition

95% of APAC business executives agree that DX fuels 
innovation
Open source allows businesses to gain first winner - not first 
mover – advantage



WHAT WE DO AT RED HAT
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At Red Hat, we live and breathe open 
source. It is not just what we do, it is who 

we are.  

“”



Red Hat understands disruption

WHERE WE HAVE BEEN
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We did things differently

1993 2009

2003 2008

2004
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Open Source is 

responsible for advancing 

key innovations across the 

technology landscape, 

from cloud computing and 

Linux containers, to 

mobile, big data, and 

beyond. 

Open Source is 
now mainstream



The world’s leading provider 
of open source enterprise IT solutions

RED HAT SNAPSHOT 

8 *Red Hat client data and Fortune 500 list, June 2018. 
Note: Currency in U.S. dollars.
** As of February 28, 2019

MORE THAN

90%
of the

FORTUNE

500
RED HAT

use

PRODUCTS &
SOLUTIONS*

+14,950**
EMPLOYEES

105+
OFFICES

40+
COUNTRIES

THE FIRST

$3B
OPEN

SOURCE
COMPANY
IN THE WORLD
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OPEN SOURCE LEADER 

We have seen 
continuous 
annual growth

Over $3.3B 
revenue achieved in FY19

Company revenue

Source: Analyst and company estimates. Not to be construed as company 
guidance. Currency in U.S. dollars.

FY2003 - FY2019
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Our partners are our 
growth engines NEC

Hitachi

Fujitsu
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Coping with the pandemic
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“Cloud services are definitely shaking up the 
industry. We know of no vendor or service provider 
today whose business model offerings and revenue 

growth are not influenced by the increasing 
adoption of cloud-first strategies in organizations. 

What we see now is only the beginning.” 
- Sid Nag, Vice President, Cloud Services & Technologies, Gartner
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Hybrid is the Future
A hybrid cloud strategy is the key to fully leveraging 

the opportunities brought by 5G, Edge Computing, AI 
and Machine Learning. 

of enterprises in APEJ will rely on a mix 
of on-premises/dedicated private cloud, 

several public cloud, and legacy 
platforms to meet their infrastructure 

needs 

$256B
Enterprise cloud services revenue 

by 2023 in APAC 

90%



Acceleration at the Edge
Edge computing is expected to grow exponentially as 
enterprises continue to link core and edge resources 
to support the distrusted needs that are evolving in 

the global workforce. IoT and 5G will be crucial drivers 
for the increased adoption of edge computing 

services.
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5G’s anticipated 
contribution to economy 

in the next 15 years in 
APAC 

$5.8B
Edge Computing market estimated to grow 

by 21% between 2019-2024 in APAC 

$900B



Our customers are just like you
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(Digital Transformation)

(Facial Recognition)(Containerization)

(Cloud) (Business Process Automation) 

(Automation) 

**Order of the Japanese syllabary



Navigating into the New Normal 
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Cloud Computing is the Essence to Survival 

The right cloud strategy will drive data security, 

cost benefits and data integration

Acceleration in Automation 

Data analytics, AI and automation will help 

businesses improve resiliency and better 

position themselves for recovery

Collaboration and Transparency 

Open source way is the way forward 
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The power of community and collaboration is in our DNA. 

The open source way of doing business is where the best ideas 

come from anywhere, anytime. 

We are facing a change of a magnitude and velocity like never 

before. 

Together, it is time to rebuild better as we transit into the new 

normal.

Let’s shape the new normal together! 



Let’s collaborate
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Questions?


